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Abstract
Today, steganography is known as an effective way to convey secret data. A wide range of techniques has been developed in this context, each seeking to improve certain problems of their own. The current paper presents a method by which, when comparing three color values at each pixel to the corresponding ones from all its eight neighbors, it is attempted to embed message bits into the two least significant bits of a color component of an image that an acceptable color difference has happened in. Due to the mechanism proposed, this method makes the message difficult to be discovered. However, since message detection does not need to insert additional data to identify the colors containing message bits, changes in image is less and the imperceptibility is higher.
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1. Introduction
As we are now witnesses, the proliferation of computer networks has resulted in developed human relationships and these networks have their advantages for data transmission. As a means for conveying secret information, the application of computer networking requires such a technique that no one, apart from the sender and intended recipient, understands secret message even if he/she can discover the communication. To this end, many different types of encryption techniques exist that can ensure data confidentiality; however, the incomprehensible and encrypted form reveals that the message contains confidential information [1], [2]. Here, we seek to transform secret information in such a way that no one suspects the existence of the message, and steganography provides some very useful and important techniques in this field. The typical steganographic methods include the concealment of information within a transport layer (images, audio and video files) that looks a normal and justified message in order to convey certain message so that it is hard for anyone but the intended recipient to read or detect the original data.

The word steganography combines the Greek words Stegan*, meaning "covered or protected," and Graptos, meaning "writing" [3]. steganography is concerned with concealing a secret message inside of a carrier, such as an image file or a media file. The key principle is that no one could suspects the existence of confidential messages, unless the sender and intended recipient. There are five types of steganographic techniques; namely, Text Steganography, Image Steganography, Audio Steganography, Video Steganography and Protocol Steganography. Text Steganography is among the most popular approaches used in the ancient times. And, one of the related techniques is called Null Cipher where the nth letter of every word is used to from a hidden message and taking these letters successively yields the real message [4]. In digital world, steganography is actually done by manipulating the letter size, font, spacing, typeface or other characteristics of a text. For example, containing a blank space at the end of lines represents “1”, otherwise “0” [8]. Audio Steganography can be done in several different ways. Using the least-significant bit is possible, as modifications will usually not create audible changes to the sounds. Another method involves taking advantage of human limitations. It is possible to encode messages using frequencies that are inaudible to the human ear. Using any frequencies above 20.000 Hz, messages can be hidden inside sound files and will not be detected by human checks [5]. However, since video materials are combined of audio and video files, the same methods can be used to conceal message into video files [6]. Protocol Steganography refers to the technique of embedding information within the message used network transmission [4]. An example of hidden message placed in
a TCP/IP packet header is provided by [7]. Less-often used and optional fields are good choices for hiding Secret information. Image Steganography exploits image properties and the weakness of the human visual system for information hiding. The methods typically used in such steganography involve modification of spatial domain and frequency domain. The spatial domain techniques work by replacing low-order bits of the pixels with the message to be sent, while techniques in frequency domain make use of mathematical transform coefficients of the original image to embed message bits.

2. Previous works

2.1 Least Significant Bit (LSB) Method

This is one of the most important and popular techniques of steganography. By this method, least significant bits of the pixel (in black & white images) or colors (in true color images) are used to embed secret message bits. It is a good steganographic mechanism since changes in a least significant bit yield few changes in the original image. Suppose, for example, the letter “G”, which is represented by the American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) with the numerical value as "01000111", is replaced with the following pixel values (the underlined bits represent the embedded bits):

Pixel 1 = (R=00011101, G=00111010, B=11001010) => (R=00011100, G=00111011, B=11001011)

Pixel 2 = (R=01011001, G=10011011, B=11001110) => (R=01011001, G=10011010, B=11001111)

Pixel 3 = (R=10010100, G=10101001, B=00110000) => (R=10010101, G=10101000, B=00110001)

The LSB approaches are divided into two fixed- and variable-length categories [8]. By the fixed-length methods, a given number of least significant bits of an intended byte are selected for embedding. In the variable-length methods, in contrast, various numbers of least significant bits of the intended byte are chosen [9]. Simplicity and the occurrence of little changes in the image are the advantages of these techniques, while the disadvantage includes the probability of fast detection.

2.2 Pixel Indicator Method

Adnan Gutub et al. (2010) in reference [10] developed a method where a single color among three color components of a pixel was served as the pixel indicator; meaning that it indicates which colors in the pixel contains hiding bits of a secret message. Random values are selected for the indicator of each pixel, based on which message bits are placed in other colors of that pixel. The indicator uses two bits inserted inside two least significant bits of a specific color considered as the indicator. To increase the security of this technique, the color chosen as the pixel indicator is varied, so in the first pixel, Red is the indicator, Green is Channel 1, and Blue is Channel 2. For second pixel, Green is the indicator for pixel, Red and Blue act as Channel 1 and Channel 2, respectively. Finally, in third pixel, Blue is the indicator, while Red is Channel 1 and Green is Channel 2. The embedding of message is flowcharted in Figure 1.

Fig.1 Pixel Indicator Embedding Process[10]

Because of the application of indicator, this method needs a wide space and, obviously, registration of color information can affect image quality.

2.3 A Better RGB Channel Based Image Steganography

This technique exploits the idea of Pixel Indicator; any color with maximum value between three color components of the original image is chosen as the color indicator. If Red is the indicator, then Green is Channel 1 and Blue is Channel 2. When Green acts as the indicator, Red is Channel 1, while Blue is Channel 2. And, when
Blue is the indicator, then Red and Green are Channel 1 and Channel 2. The algorithm of this method is described as follows:

Step-1: Receive the secret message. Apply RSA Algorithm and convert it to cipher text. Now get it in binary.

Step-2: Receive the RGB Image. Convert to binary. Calculate the sum of R channels of all the pixels, sum of G channels of all the pixels and sum of B channels of all the pixels. The channel having maximum sum is the indicator channel. Four bit data is to be hidden in one of the channels other than the indicator, in the following manner.

Step-3: Suppose, the two channels other than the indicator channel are channel1 and channel2. If R is the Indicator channel, then G is channel1 and B is channel2. If G is the Indicator channel, then R is channel1 and B is channel2. If B is the Indicator channel, then R is channel1 and G is channel2.

Step-4: Divide the cipher text into groups of four bits each.

Step-5: Take the next pixel, take the next four bits of cipher text. Do any of the following 4 sub steps.

(a) If (channel1 value ≤ 63 and channel2 value > 63) Embed the 4 bits of cipher in channel1 and set 8th bit of indicator channel to 0.

(b) If (channel1 value > 63 and channel2 value ≤ 63) Embed the 4 bits of cipher in channel2 and set 8th bit of indicator channel to 1.

(c) If (Channel1 value ≤ 63 and channel2 value ≤ 63) Then, If Channel1 value ≤ Channel2 value, Embed in channel1 and set 8th bit of indicator channel to 0. Otherwise Embed in channel2 and set 8th bit of indicator channel to 1.

(d) If Channel1 value > 63 and channel2 value > 63) do not embed in this pixel.

Step-6: If embedding of cipher text is not yet over go to step-5.

Step-7: Stop

The message can be Extract just by retrieving the starting and final color indicator and pixel indicator embedded in reserve positions, and reading the message bits based on the color indicator of each pixel. Then, decrypting encrypted data is only possible with using the RSA algorithm.

Compared to the Pixel Indicator method, this technique uses small number of bits as the indicator. However since four message bits are placed inside 4 less significant bits of the color, the possibility of changing in image will be more, and therefore image quality will be diminished.

3. Proposed Method

Like any other steganographic techniques, the present method is composed of two processes of message embedding and Extraction. Each of these processes will be described below.

3.1 Message Embedding Process

3.1.1 Color Selection Algorithm

In this step, an image is read pixel by pixel from left-to-right and top-to-bottom, and six most significant bits are selected from each color in the pixel and compared to corresponding ones at all eight neighboring pixels. If compared difference is higher then a given N, then the intended color in the certain pixel is selected to embed information in two least significant bits. Figure 2 shows how to read an image. As seen from Figure 2, pixels along the edge of the image will never chosen as selecting pixels. These pixels are used to hold little information that will be described latter.

Fig.2 Reading Scheme of Image Pixels

Figure 3 shows, for example, the Pi,j pixel with a distinguished color and compare its colors with all neighbors.
The following Pseudocode shows how to read an image and select colors of the pixel.

```
For Ycount = 1 To Picture.Height - 1
    For Xcount = 1 To Picture.Width - 1
        Select MainPixel
            For Each Neighbor In MainPixel.8Neighbors
                If |MainPixel.R.6MSBbits – Neighbor.R.6MSBbits| > N then
                    Choice MainPixel.R //For Embed in 2 LSB bits
                End if
                If |MainPixel.G.6MSBbits – Neighbor.G.6MSBbits| > N then
                    Choice MainPixel.G //For Embed in 2 LSB bits
                End if
                If |MainPixel.B.6MSBbits – Neighbor.B.6MSBbits| > N then
                    Choice MainPixel.B //For Embed in 2 LSB bits
            End For
        Next
    Next
Next
```

Using this mechanism for selecting colors can be justified by the fact that message bits are embedded in positions where acceptable color differences happened. Because in such positions, changes in color intensity are more difficult to detect. Optional values are given for N; with greater values of N, those with higher color differences are selected. Choosing a small number of colors, however, results in the reduction of data embedding capacity.

In order to determine the effect of N on selecting colors, the color selection algorithm is applied for the below picture by different values of N. This is a standard Peppers color image of size 256 × 256.

According to Table 1, it can be found that with greater values of N, those with higher color differences are selected. In other words, higher N will select the edge of the image to embed message bits.

Some potential colors are now determined, and so it is enough to transform message into binary numbers and embed it inside two least significant bits of potential colors. In order to prevent increased changes in the original image...
while embedding messages with low capacity, message bits are first embedded in the first least significant bit of potential colors, and next if some bits remained, they will be placed in the second least significant bit of potential colors. Figure 5 shows a byte with specified positions of first and second LSB.

![Figure 5 Position of LSB's](image)

3.2 Data Extraction Process

To retrieve message needs to know two values: one for N, and other for coordinates of intended pixel and color where the last bit of the message is placed. As follows, these values will be embedded in the first least significant bit of the color components in the pixel along the edge of an image that presented by green color in Figure 2. The character "#" is used as a separator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

![Figure 6 Header of message](image)

When these values obtained, the message can be easily retrieved by using the color selection algorithm and reading the least significant bits according to the method of embedding message bit.

4 Experimental results

The proposed technique is investigated through a comparative study with ref [11]. For this end, nine standard images of size 256 × 256 are used to compare two parameters of capacity and transparency. To determine the first parameter, the capacity available for message embedding by the proposed method is computed in terms of bit. To compute the second, The PSNR criterion is applied. The higher value of PSNR indicates small changes and higher transparency of the image. The PSNR criterion is given as below [12].

\[
\text{MSE} = \frac{\sum_{x=1}^{M} \sum_{y=1}^{N} (S_{x,y} - C_{x,y})^2}{M \times N}
\]

\[
\text{PSNR} = 10 \times \log_{10}\left(\frac{C_{\text{MAX}}^2}{\text{MSE}}\right)
\]

where M and N are width and height of the image, respectively. C and S represent the original image and the steganography image. And, C_{\text{MAX}} specifies the maximum value of pixel intensity that is 255 for 8-bit images.

![Figure 7 Standard pictures](image)

The results are shown in Table 2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Picture</th>
<th>Message Size(bit)</th>
<th>Ref.[11]</th>
<th>Proposed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aerial</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>8696</td>
<td>51,569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airplane</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>12152</td>
<td>52,335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baboon</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>86832</td>
<td>42,486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building</td>
<td>25000</td>
<td>29386</td>
<td>47,536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth</td>
<td>60000</td>
<td>72808</td>
<td>44,319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lena</td>
<td>70000</td>
<td>72336</td>
<td>42,725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrots</td>
<td>100000</td>
<td>116040</td>
<td>40,938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peaks</td>
<td>130000</td>
<td>139756</td>
<td>39,995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saliboat</td>
<td>105000</td>
<td>110980</td>
<td>40,960</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Conclusions

The current paper provided a technique by exploiting differences made between colors to embed message bits in two least significant bits. Since color selection is based on color differences and values of variable N, the message will be hard to detect. Furthermore, as there is no need to insert additional information, changes in image will be...
small and image quality will be higher. Another important point to be mentioned is that embedding which is first applied on first least significant bits and, then, second least significant bits yields few changes in the original image for messages with small sizes. Because changes in second least significant bits will make more changes in color values. Therefore, it is likely to be avoided, unless this approach needs to be worked.
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